English for Corporates
Choose BULATS to assess more people more efficiently and
raise international English language standards in your
company
Contact SCOPE Today!!!
What is SCOPE ?
Society for Creation of Opportunity through Proficiency in English (SCOPE)
has been setup by the Government of Gujarat and functioning since
February, 2007, to build English language proficiency in the youth of Gujarat
and thereby create employment opportunities for them. SCOPE, an
English language flagship programme of Gujarat government, has already
tied up with Cambridge English Language Assessment, part of the University
of Cambridge, UK, for providing international certificate to its candidates.
Since its inception, SCOPE has already witnessed an enrolment of more than
4,50,000 candidates.

What is Corporate Module (CM) of SCOPE?
Corporate Module, providing BULATS/CPT tests at various levels, is a modern
and flexible English assessment system designed to meet the diverse needs
of organizations, industries and individuals across the state.
The module facilitates On Demand, On-site training and Online Examination
for ready-to-recruit and/or in-service employees. The CPT (Cambridge
English Placement Test) is used by organisations and institutions to
benchmark the English language levels of their employees, potential
employees, students or teachers.
Testing English levels from A1-C2 on the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages, CM is an English test for adults (16+), which can
be used to assess ability in three English skills - speaking, listening and
reading.

What does it test?
CM is made up of a number of components which are taken in packages
rather than individually. You select the core language knowledge component
(Reading and Listening) and combine it with one or more of the skills
components for accurate and relevant testing. If you wish to test a mix of
skills, different components can be taken together. Targeted testing means
more informative results, helping you refine your training or recruitment to
be more efficient and cost effective in the future.
CM content can also be adapted to suit a specific domain, such as for
teaching or travel and tourism, hospitality, and content can be customised to
suit specific cultural contexts and variants of English.
Exam is online, on demand - you choose when, how and in what way to test,
to ensure you get the results you need.

CM scoring and Analytical Report by SCOPE
Reading and listening components are marked automatically by the online
platform, while the speaking component is marked by a live examiner. A CM
candidate will receive a score on CEFR level (A1 – C2) for each skill they
take. This will make up the candidate’s profile of language proficiency.
So whether your testing requirement is for recruitment, workforce
development or training, CM is the forward thinking English testing you’ve
been waiting for.

SCOPE Partners
On completion of CPT, SCOPE provides for an analytical report (in
association with Concepts Eduserv Pvt. Ltd., 079-40030058) of the current
English Language Proficiency levels of the employees and suggests
recommended level of training which is done by the following five Zonal
Training Partners of SCOPE:




Academy for Computer Training (Guj) Pvt. Ltd. (ACTUniv),
hereinafter referred as ACT in this document, 2nd floor Silicon
Tower, Law Garden, Ahmedabad-380008. Phone: 079-26468536,
26468538
Tripada Multi Course Pvt. Ltd., 4th Floor, Vishwa Arcade,Opp.
Kumkum Party Plot, Akhbarnagar New Vadaj, Ahmedabad –
380013. Telefax No. 079-27621385,27621386





Devkishan Computer Pvt. Ltd., 3, Kotecha complex, Jayshree road,
Junagadh – 362001. Ph: 0285-2656791, 3203314
V.S.Shah Institute of Computer Science, Opp. Golwad gate, Police
station, Main Road, Navsari. Phone : 02637-329849, 300759
Marconis Institute Pvt Ltd., 3rd Floor, Shreeji Avenue, 11,
Sampatrao Colony, Alkapur, Vadodara- 390007. Phone: 02652336883, 2326282

Fee
The Corporate Module is available at a very affordable fee as the programme
is subsidized by Govt. of Gujarat. With various riders like Cambridge certified
trainer, On-demand batch timing, on demand exam, books, CDs, 60 hours to
90 hours of face-to-face rigorous training sessions, hall ticket, assessment
and certification by Cambridge English, the CM is offered at Rs. 3200/(without service tax) per candidate.

External links





SCOPE Website (www.scopegujarat.org)
Flinnt (flinnt.com) – A mobile platform for preferred learning
Take a demo Listening test - http://www.bulats.org/learningresources/sample-tests
Take a demo Speaking test –
https://bulatsdt.bulatsonline.org/appTest/demoTestSelectPage.html?m
ethod=demoTestSelectPage&langId=1&testCode=S

Reach SCOPE

@
1st floor, Faculty Block, Prajna Puram campus (KCG), Opp. PRL,
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009
Ph : +91 79 26300593, 26300956
Toll-free : 1800 233 5500
Email : ceo.scope@gmail.com

